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To each his own light
New lamps and original reading spotlights extend the product range of Tecnoled, a company that has now
become a cornerstone in lighting technology applied to recreational vehicles.

Words Giorgio Carpi

The move to new company headquar-
ters last year was the prelude to the
celebration of the tenth anniversary

of the Tecnoled brand. A brand that is well
known to both manufacturers of recreatio-
nal vehicles and to end users, since for over
a decade now Tecnoled has aroused interest
not only for its standard installed solutions
but also those for the aftermarket, having
made a decisive contribution to the transi-
tion from halogen light technology to the
innovative concept of the LED light.
The company is investing heavily in its com-
puter systems and is about to launch an
order management programme that will
give customers considerable autonomy.
Through a link on the website and a special

password, the customer can check the avai-
lability of a product in real time and proceed
independently to placing aftermarket
orders. These new investments are a result
of the reorganization of the production line
that took place last year and introduced
computer terminals at each workstation,
connected continuously to the server of the
technical department. The system ensures
that all the installation instructions and pro-
duct specifications are always available to
the operator on his monitor. 
“Quality control is constant,” explains
Alberto Saini, owner of Tecnoled with his
sons Lorenzo and Matteo, “and is not some-
thing we do only after the product is fini-
shed. We should talk first about the quality

of the way we manage orders, as well as the
quality of our suppliers. Really, our suppliers
are now historic and have worked with us
for ten years, so their reliability has been
tested several times. In addition, with the
new monitors installed at the production
stations, operators can have constant access
to assembly specifications, thereby greatly
reducing the possibility of error. Obviously,
we also have a final quality control: before
being packaged, the product is controlled
from both the aesthetic and the functional
point of view.” 
But Tecnoled opens the new 2016 season
with many interesting new products, with
an eye to the needs of manufacturers preci-
sely in terms of functionality and aesthetics.

As evidence that Tecnoled has been able to go far beyond the
boundaries of technology, modelling light to shape the charac-

ter of the camper interior, the new Glass line, which uses glass inste-
ad of methacrylate, is now on the market. By means of laser-perfor-
med micro-incisions it is possible to let the light
pass at specific points, following special
designs, bringing the rear lighting of the
LED to the front as well. A scenic effect
is assured. The Glass line also includes
mirrors for the bathroom or the entrance
area, as well as a vertical-type ceiling light to be
placed on a bedroom wall or in the kitchen block next
to the window.

LED and glass
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For example, it presents the new Flat
Line, which offers a wide range of sizes
and levels of light output. It starts, in
fact, from small linear light fixtures to be

installed under the kitchen cupboards, and
continues up to the large 50x40 cm ceiling light, desi-

gned for the living room, which can be installed at the bottom of
the drop-down bed. The Flat line is characterized by the reduced
thickness of the ceiling lights and is well suited for concealed hou-

sings. The lamps can have either a single light (warm white,
neutral white) or multicolour systems, and are available with
both traditional and touch sensor switches. Alternatively, they
can be associated to a newly produced touch sensor remote

control, also available for all other Tecnoled ceiling lights without
integrated switches: often, in fact, customers feel more comfortable
using a remote system, or a remote switch that controls the light on
the ceiling. 
Even these few bits of information are enough to understand that
Tecnoled offers an extreme degree of product customization in order
to satisfy the wishes of individual manufacturers.
“The customization of the product plays a fundamental role,”
explains Alberto Saini, owner of Tecnoled. “Currently, about 80% of
the ceiling lights in our wide Plexy range is customized at the clien-
t’s request. Each individual manufacturer is free to choose different
variables, the size of the light output, the quality of brightness and
even the materials used, and can even choose to have the company
brand visible on the ceiling light.”

The ceiling lights of the Plexy range, divided into the Reference and
the Elegance lines, have been reconfirmed, but touch sensor ver-
sions have been introduced. The sensor switch can act with the fun-
ction on-off, but can also work as a dimmer for controlling four bri-
ghtness levels. 
Moreover, a similar system also characterizes the new top versions of
the FLI reading spotlights. Thanks to the metal touch sensor, the user
can turn the spotlight on and off simply by touching the body of the
spotlight itself, but can also increase or decrease the power and
select four different levels of brightness. Alternatively, a standard
switch can be installed. With concealed screws and equipped with a
flexible arm (100 or 200 mm), these reading spotlights can be con-
figured according to the tastes of the customer. For example, the
base can be chosen in the version that illuminates additional area
with a secondary light.
As for the LED technology employed, the use of the Samsung 5630
SMD has been confirmed, after a careful selection process and
improved performance. But a new LED has also been introduced – a
10 mm superbright, characterized by a shade of neutral white light,
particularly suitable for reading, with a semi-centred light beam. It is
spotlight particularly suitable for reading, so much so that this LED
is used exclusively in Tecnoled reading spotlights with a flexible arm. 
The G4 Crystal LED modules remain in the range, as they have per-
formed well in the aftermarket: it is a double-sided LED with both
front and rear lighting, producing a uniform beam of light that is
conveniently well-suited for the replacement of halogen bulbs in
older spotlights. 
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